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Introduction 

Under Department of Energy sponsorship, Sandia National 
Laboratories has developed a broad technological base of 
components and integrated systems to address security concerns 
at facilities of importance, including nuclear reactors. 
Numerous studies have been completed which develop physical 
protection system options for various types of nuclear 
facilities: mixed-oxide fuel fabrication plants, government 
owned reactors, light water reactors, reprocessing plants, 
away-from-reactor storage sites, and other Department of Energy 
Facilities. 

The primary security concern at a light water reactor is 
radiological sabotage, a deliberate set of actions at a plant 
which could expose the public to a significant amount of 
radiation (on the order of 10 CFR 100 limits). (Also of 
importance to plant operators, are acts of industrial sabotage 
that could prevent a plant from producing electrical power.) 

Security Problems at a Light Water Reactor 

The following list summarizes the major problem areas 
associated with implementing cost effective protection at a 
light water reactor: 

o Rigorous identification of what to protect; 

o Systematic development of a physical protection system; 

o Concepts for protecting against the insider; 

o Implementation of elements of protection system at 
plant; 

o Integration of elements into an overall system. 
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The first problem is one of assuring that the parts of the 
plant which need to be protected are completely identified. In 
many cases, difficulty arises from incomplete considerations of 
auxiliaries (cooling, lubrication, ventilation) and controls 
(manual, remote manual, automatic) associated with crucial 
components in the plant. 

A systematic approach to protection system design c?.n help 
determine the best use of security dollars in selecting the 
protection elements appropriate for a specific plant.* Tradeoffs 
among hardware elements and between hardware and guards are 
important in specifying an appropriate system. 

Concepts other than across-the-board subcompartmentalization 
and/or two-man rule should be factored into the protection 
system, to address insider threats. 

Once the elements of the protection system have been 
specified, the components that satisfy the elemental functions 
can be selected. However, site specific information and 
previous experience in installation must be factored into 
detailed component selection. 

Components comprise elements. Elements integrate to form 
an overall protection system. The integration must be care
fully considered to assure that the system will function 
properly. 

The remainder of this paper discusses physical protection 
solutions to these problems areas. 

*An element is a piece of the protection system. A component 
is a specific type of equipment which comprises an element, 
perimeter detection and assessment is an element. A specific 
sensor of that element is a component. 
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Physical Protection Solutions 

fin approach to physical protection system design has 
evolved that can assist plant operators in applying protection 
either to an existing plant or to tne intrinsic design of a 
plant to be built. 

The specific parts ot a given plant which merit protection 
depend on the design features, layout, and operational 
characterisitics of that plant. Nevertheless, fault-tree 
techniques developed by Sandia under Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission sponsorship can be used to identify those parts at 
any given plant. The Department of Energy/Sandia program has 
applied the sabotage fault trees to operating government 
reactors, planned breeder reactors, and light water reactors 
(ooth pressurized and boiling water types)! areas within the 
plants and components within the areas have been identified. 
This identification of "what to protect" forms the starting 
point for physical protection system design. 

pnysical protection can be incorporated at each of three 
layers of a plant: 

o Site perimeter; 
o Building exteriors) 
o Areas and components inside buildings. 

For purposes of protection system design, the system can be 
segregated to include: 

o Access Control - Barriers, intrusion detection and 
assessment devices, and entry control devices and 
procedures to detect and delay unauthorized entry or 
the introduction of contraband (weapons and 
destructive agents] into a plant) 
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o operations Control - Devices and procedures to detect 
and delay unauthorized manipulation of critical 
components; 

o Control and Communications - Tne interface which ties 
the access and operations control devices to alarm 
stations, and which informs response force personnel 
on the state of plant security; 

o Response Force - Individuals who respond to neutralize 
detected threats. 

Access control, as defined in this paper, detects and 
delays "outsider" threats until response can oe brought to 
bear. Also, access control detects and delays authorized 
"insiders" who attempt to smuggle contraband inside the plant. 
Operations control addresses the insider threat involving 
unauthorized manipulation of components, such as closing of a 
crucial valve. Operations control does not attempt to stop 
forceful sabotage acts such as breachage of a large pipe; 
access control counters such actions. 

Access control can be applied at each of the three plant 
layers; operations control is applied at components within the 
third layer. To minimize the operational impacts of physical 
protection, the heavy and obtrusive pieces {elements) of access 
control which detect and delay forcible entry and the intro
duction of contraoand into tne plant, can be placed at either, 
or both, of the outer two layers; access control within the 
plant can concentrate on controlling traffic flow to limit 
access to vital areas within the plant. By providing detection 
and delay against forcible entry at the outer two layers, the 
response force strategy can be enhanced in that guards do not 
have to assault adversaries entrenched ••• ithin plant buildings. 
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Table I lists the elements of a physical protection system 
for a reactor, both conventional and advanced. Conventional 
refers to elements already present in existing security 
systems, while advanced refers to elements being developed for 
future systems. For conventional elements, Sandia has 
experience in developing high quality elements for particular 
sites (as discussed in a companion paper) and in integrating 
said elements together into an overall system. Perhaps the 
most crucial aspect of system integration rests upon control 
and communications. Figure I illustrates a dual-loop digital 
configuration under development; dual loops provide redundancy 
if one communications patn is lost, while digital transmission 
increases the difficulty of tampering (without detection) witn 
tne physical protection system, by incorporating special 
self-test and line supervisory techniques. 

Two examples of advanced elements under development merit 
discussion. The first, a special door, provides increased 
penetration resistance against forcible entry and decreased 
susceptioility to insider compromise. The second, operrjtions 
control hardware for a valve, provides an alternative to two-
man rule or subcompartmentalization for protection of that 
component against the insider. 

Door delay can be provided by either physical strength or 
by activated Darriers; however, the barrier cannot conflict 
witn emergency exit or other safety requirements. TO negate 
the possibility of an insider holding a door open, the turnstile 
is being investigated (Figure II). One approach is to use a 
turnstile which normally rotates about a central vertical axis 
in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions, thus allowing 
entry or exit. Upon detection of a threat at the perimeter, a 
ratchet drops into the central shaft permitting movement of the 
door in the exit direction only. The fail-safe design will 
always permit exit. 
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Table I 

Elements for Consideration 

Present Day 
Perimeter 
- Personnel and Vehicle 
Detection and Assessment 

- Standard Personnel Barriers 
- Personnel Identification 
- Contraband Detection 
- Vehicle Inspection and Escort 

Advanced 
Perimeter 
- Substantial 
Personnel and 
Vehicle Barriers 

- Captive Vehicle 
- Aircraft Detection 

Building Exterior 
- Heavy Walls 
- Standard Doors 
- Grates over Openings 

Building Exterior 
- Substantial 
Personnel Barriers 

- Contraband 
Detection 

Areas 
- Standard Doors with Alarms, Ccpable 
of Being Locked with Electric Strikes 

- Personnel Ident i f icat ion 

Components 
- Operations Control 

Hardware 

Control and Communications 
- Two Security Operations Centers 
- Secure Data Transmission 
- Secure Response Force Communications 

Response Force 
- On Site 
- Off Si te 

Response Force 
- Fewer Guards 
- Guard Strategy 
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Cpr *--''''•• - ••••vn] b- rlware to stop unauthorized manipu
lation "•'" •' - -1 ."v.;-i;'.i-nts j s under development. One type of 
compon.-..•'• •>'" < ; -•-: -.r.r.Q in this respect is a critical valve 
which n.iy ! ••* —>'-•-"-, pnniT.-it ic, or hydraulic in actuation. For 
a motor ; • ••••"•-• i v-: 1 v o which is normally open and should remain 
open frtr -\ -•• ̂ ' ." r-a ŷntt:-rr. to function properly* an operations 
control r-*.-•---,it :~ .-in attractive method to counter unauthorized 
closure. r-_:.rr ITT illustrates how a motor control center 
(MCC) re .-.-.r.rrnl sijr.als from various places in the plant 
(control >---•-, v.-.lyr? 'oration, relay cabinets for automatic 
actuati:v.) vi •-.!--adr» power to the valve motor to either close 
or op«?M ''' • -v.*.--, one prohlpm in protecting tne existing 
layout : r. ••'•••- .,,-. ; to protect tne remote actuation locations 
and thn "" -"'.-Sin? low power, exposed control cables to the 
MCC. An -r - • .: -..-jns control element for this particular 
component i ' • •:-- fnllcws (Sre Figure IV) *; 

o ' ^ .-•-•• invj -r-chanism on the clutch at the valve to 
r.• -•• .-.-.* manual closing except when authorized. 

o A r-rnnt in tne MCC which provides indication to the 
r-onrml room of attempts to close the valve from 
,-,-;;-.t-A irt.-̂ t-ions and allows time (variable depending 
--••: viv<- rlosutre time) cor operators to negate jlose 
•-i-•*->! --I.-: keep valve open. If a remote close signal 
•-; 'Jiiid, no operator action is necessary for the 
v-i!v,-- to rings', it closes after the time delay set in 
the MCC. 

o *. •«--•.; :-d t-.-.ir.pcr-indicating detector on the MCC to 
fii-i-ri: ,-,nri delay attempts to re-wire the MCC. 

•Note that '^r- valve fails-as-is, that is open, with loss of 
480V power. 
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Figure 4: Operations Control Element 
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Similar operations control elements can be developed for 
other vital components, such as a motor operated or pneumatic 
valve which is nor-nally closed but must be opened under certain 
circumstances. However, operations control elements are not a 
"fix-all*' for every component that should be protected. Complicated 
components - such as a diesel generator with associated fueling, 
lubrication, cooling, starting, and field flashing - are not 
amenable to operations control hardware, and should be protected 
oy two-man rule or subcompartmentalization. 

In summary, the following points should be made: 

o Physical protection system design strategy has matured 
co where a systematic procedure can be followed} 

o Ne plant design should consider pnysical protection 
aspects early in the design stage* 

o Substantial carriers to delay saboteurs merit 
consideration in terms of response force requirements; 

o Operations control hardware can help to protect 
certain vital components. 
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